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ABSTRACT

This chapter is a brief review on the Netlab toolbox that works with MATLAB soft-
ware. Some of the main functions are introduced and examples of using the Netlab 
toolbox are provided to support the explanation.

1 INTRODUCTION

Netlab is a toolbox composed of necessary functions and commands for simulation 
of neural network. It containes techniques that are not yet available in the existing 
packages. This toolbox is so helpful for solving the pattern recognition problem. 
All parts of the toolbox intract together in a coherent way and this is the reason of 
recommending the netlab for solving the classification and clustering problems. 
We have used Netlab for solving various classification problems such as Hepatities 
diagnosis, ECG signal classification problem. Below some of the important functions 
are provided that are frequently be used for implementation. All the information is 
from Netlab (Nabney, n. d.).
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2 FUNCTIONS

Below some of the important functions in Netlab are introduced and explained in 
details followed by examples. In addition, Appendices D and E are two more dataset 
(Cancer and ENT) provided as an exercise to classify the datasets.

1.  Datread Function: Purpose - Read data from an ascii file. Synopsis: [x, t, 
nin, nout, ndata] = datread(filename). Description: [x, t, nin, nout, ndata] = 
datread(filename) reads from the file filename and returns a matrix x of input 
vectors, a matrix t of target vectors, and integers nin, nout and ndata specifying 
the number of inputs, the number of outputs and the number of data points 
respectively.

The format of the data file is as follows: the first row contains the string nin 
followed by the number of inputs, the second row contains the string nout followed 
by the number of outputs, and the third row contains the string ndata followed by 
the number of data vectors. Subsequent lines each contain one input vector followed 
by one output vector, with individual values separated by spaces.

2.  mlp Function: Purpose - Create a 2-layer feedforward network. Synopsis:

net = mlp(nin, nhidden, nout, func) 

net = mlp(nin, nhidden, nout, func, prior) 

net = mlp(nin, nhidden, nout, func, prior, beta)

Description: net = mlp(nin, nhidden, nout, func) takes the number of inputs, 
hidden units and output units for a 2-layer feed-forward network, together with a 
string func which specifies the output unit activation function, and returns a data 
structure net. The weights are drawn from a zero mean, unit variance isotropic Gauss-
ian, with varianced scaled by the fan-in of the hidden or output units as appropriate. 
This makes use of the Matlab function randn and so the seed for the random weight 
initialization can be set using randn(‘state’, s) where s is the seed value. The hidden 
units use the tanh activation function.

The fields in net are:

• type = ‘mlp.’
• nin = Number of inputs.
• nhidden = Number of hidden units.
• nout = Number of outputs.
• nwts = Total number of weights and biases.
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